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Congratulations to Team 5 members Kathy Kendall, Becky Humes, Erin Lucky, and 
Mike Wendling , winners of the 2016 Scavenger Hunt.  Thank you again to everyone 
who participated in the Scavenger Hunt. You all helped to make a it a huge success.
A slideshow of the 6 teams' submitted images will be posted on the club website.
I would also like to thank our donors again: Norman Camera,
Marks Photo and Video, Photo Evo, and Todd and Brad Reed Photography.

I am pleased to announce that 
Charles St. Charles III will be 
coming to our Grand Rapids 
Camera Club on Saturday,
November 5 to conduct a
workshop on water droplet 
macro photography.

This is a hands-on workshop  
where you will learn his
techniques and have a chance 
to implement them. The photos 
on the left are examples of this 
water droplet effect. The look 
is very cool, and the new skills 
you will learn may open up an 
interesting photography path 
for you to follow.

Remember, seating will be 
limited and advanced prepaid 
reservations are required.

Scavenger Hunt WinnerS

Special WorkSHop coming to grand rapidS 

by Jan Lewis, VP of Programs 

by Jan Lewis, VP of Programs

Turn to page 3
for more details

on this
workshop and

to read Charles'
biography.

Charles St. Charles III 
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    ordinary to extraordinary -
Five metHodS to make BeautiFul portraitS
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Imagine walking into a church on a wedding 
day, meeting the bride in a dimly lit room
with concrete walls, ugly lighting and toys 
everywhere... and nothing outside but the 
stark cold snow. How do you make someone 
look beautiful in the space? How do you make 
someone look great in any place? How can you 
bring a sense of emotion and drama to your
photographs?

The answers to these questions rely on five 
sure-fire methods by Chris Pritchard that can be 
the basis for every photograph you take.
With these methods, you will be able to break 
down any place you are in by learning to seek, 
see and visualize the end results. Building your
photography skills off these methods will 
greatly improve your ability to photograph 
beautiful portraits every time.

21
SEPT.

Weds.

by Jan Lewis,
VP of Programs

Presenter:
Chris

Pritchard

Continued on next page - See About Chris Pritchard

Chris started as a graphic designer in the mid 90s. He quickly moved to computer graphics, then web
designer, and transitioned into photography in 2006. At that time, he had no idea what a DSLR was.
His first point-and-shoot camera recorded on a CD! He learned the basics, but really didn’t get passionate 
about photography until 2007 when he purchased his first DSLR – an Olympus E330. A year later,
he moved up to a Nikon D300. In 2008, he shot his first wedding for free!  In fact, the first five weddings 
were free. Yes, he was that guy all pros hated seeing. So he has a real soft spot for beginners and loves
to help, because he didn’t get help when he was starting out. He learned through reading lots of books, 
and shooting lots of things. In 2009 he shot 25 weddings, and 30 the following year. Things started

    aBout cHriS pritcHard
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About Chris Pritchard - Continued from previous page

to take off and he pursued photography professionally on a part-time basis from there. Chris found a style 
that he loved – and that was to mimic big screen cinematography; he has created a unique style that wasn’t 
cliché to trends. He has been influenced by photographers like Ghionis, Yervant, Ivanov, Ascough, and Bell.
Chris has received numerous photography awards including:
 2015 - 2nd place Wedding Category PPA District Image Competition
 2014 - PPA Bronze Medal 2010 - PPWM Top 5 Photographer
 2014 - PPANE Judges Choice 2010-2015 - Bride's Choice Award
Chris is very active in both road and mountain cycling, plays golf, tennis, and video games with his teenage 
kids, and enjoys tinkering with many things in technology.
You can find Chris Pritchard online at:
 pritchardphotos.com Instagram: @pritchard00 Flickr: pritchard00 
 facebook.com/pritchardphotography facebook.com/christopherpritchard 

HalF-day
WorkSHop:

    dropS oF ligHt
macro pHotograpHy5

Nov.

Sat.

Presenter:
Charles

St. Charles

Discover a very specialized type of macro photography that uses drops of 
water like nature’s lens. This amazing technique lets you capture a view of  
flowers inside of a drop of water. Each droplet becomes a tiny magnifying 
lens! Many people mistake this for a digitally manipulated image, but it’s 
done entirely with photography. Come make your own Drops of Light
images in the classroom. Bring your DSLR camera and tripod.

Saturday, November 5, 2016    8:30 a.m.- noon
At the Boy Scouts of America, 3213 Walker Ave NW, Walker, MI 49544
Cost: $25 per GRCC member, $50 non-members.
Reservations and prepayment required. Space is limited.
GRCC members may register at any time. Non-members may register
starting October 3, 2016. Please mail your check (payable to the
Grand Rapids Camera Club) together with your contact information
(name, email, phone - preferably a cell number) to:
Jan Lewis, GRCC Workshop, 1063 San Lucia Dr. SE, Grand Rapids, MI 
49506. Checks will not be cashed until after the workshop.
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Charles St. Charles is a professional Nature and Wildlife photographer who lives in Northern Michigan 
and teaches photography at NMC college in Traverse City. He also leads workshops for Nature of the 
Wild as well as the Roads Scholar program. His photos have appeared in variety of magazines, board-
rooms and classrooms across the country. He loves to share the outdoor world with people, getting them 
outside and showing them things that they have never seen.
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I have been working hard over the summer break to line up program speakers for the coming 
year.  I have listed below what is currently scheduled.  As always, schedules can change,
so be sure to check your Lights and Shadows and our website (www.grcameraclub.org) to 
confirm the scheduled speakers each month.

MONTH SPEAKER PROGRAM TITLE or SUBJECT

September 21 Chris Pritchard Ordinary to Extraordinary -
  5 Methods to Make Beautiful Portraits

October 19 Charles St. Charles Visualizing an Entire Continent

November 16 Kelly Walkotten The Power of Plug-Ins

December 21 Jeanne Quillan Competition Review and Critique

January 18 Steve Port,
 Randy Zwiers,
 Robyn Porteen Architectural Photography

February 15  Year-End Competition

March 15  Annual Mini-Program Extravaganza

April 19 Bruce Wright - X-Rite Color Management; 15 mins. to your best print results

May 17 Wayne Pope How to Grow as a Photographer

June 21  TBA

Because of the uncertainty of our meeting space I have held off from scheduling many workshops.

MONTH SPEAKER WORKSHOP TITLE or SUBJECT

November 5 Charles St. Charles Drops of Light  - There will be a $25 per member   
  charge for this workshop. Reservations and
  prepayments will be taken.      
  See page 3 for more information.

May  Field Trip to Ranger Steve's Odybrook Nature Preserve

 You can send comments and suggestions to:
 programs@grcameraclub.org

2016 -17 programS ScHedule by Jan Lewis, VP of Programs 

http://www.grcameraclub.org
mailto:programs@grcameraclub.org
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Welcome back from our break!! I don’t know where the summer has gone. It’s hard to 
believe fall is nearly here. I hope you all got to get out and enjoy some of what Michigan has 
to offer in the summer. I also hope none of you were adversely affected by any of the recent 
inclement weather.

tWo important tHingS

From our preSident

by Diane Durand, GRCC President 

First, I would like to welcome our new board members. Ned Hughes is a first-
time board member and Mike Mitchell has served on the board before and is 
returning to it. Also, congratulations to those of you who were re-elected to 
your positions. Thanks to all on the board who have stepped up to help with the 
monthly operations of the club. I appreciate your hard work.

Second, I need to inform you of a change, or rather, not a change. At the June 
meeting, I announced that we would no longer be meeting at the Boy Scouts 
building, but would be moving to a new location. Unfortunately, our arrange-
ments with the other location fell through. That left the board scrambling to
find a location to meet our needs. After searching and much discussion,
it was decided that we will remain at the Boy Scouts location for now.

None of the locations we explored met all of our needs. However, we remain on the hunt for a 
new location. We know the Boy Scouts will be remodeling (our meeting room) soon. 
When that happens, we will be without a place to meet.

So, I am asking every club member to put on your thinking caps to help us find a new meeting 
place. Most of the other places we have checked so far had required a connection to their group 
or facility. So, imagine the other meetings you attend at your church, a volunteer group or a 
civil group. Could any of these locations meet the requirements of the Grand Rapids Camera 
Club (see requirements below)? If so, please pass the information along to any GRCC board 
member, and we will take it from there.

We require a room that can hold more than 70 people plus all of the equipment we need for 
viewing images. It needs to have a high ceiling, kitchen access, ample parking, and be available 
on our meeting nights (and be within our budget). We also need to have control over the light 
entering the room, so we can make it dark enough to view our digital entries.

Each of the places we have looked at so far has lacked one or more of these requirements.
I was disappointed that our previous plans fell through.
However, I remain hopeful that we will find a place
that will work for us (with everyone's help).
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competition corner by Jeanne Quillan, VP of Competition 

Having just finished shooting at Meijer State Games of Michigan, my
attention was drawn to the cover of Popular Photography Magazine
(July/August) – “Get into Sports – How a Pro Shoots the Olympics.”
The article was very interesting and I will share some of its facts.
Getty Images, the tag you saw often on photos taken at the Olympics has 
about 100 photographers on its staff.  All were sent to the Olympics a week 
early to scout out angles and backdrops – trying to find and determine 
vantage points that do not have distracting backgrounds.

Here’s where the competition comes in – all of the frames that are shot are 
instantly sent to the Getty editing team and are edited and chosen for print 
entirely without the photographer's input. Photographers surrender
complete control of image selection. They are sent as an untreated jpeg, 
picked up by a team of 18 photo editors, and within two minutes the 
selected images are on the Getty Images website. Can you imagine one of 
your images being entered in a competition without you editing it or even 
seeing it?  Similar to our monthly competition – for that matter, contests 
for photography exhibitions everywhere – someone else ultimately judges 
your work. It either makes it or it doesn’t.

During the Olympics this year, an estimated 1.5 Million images were shot 
and only 85,000 finished images are expected to make the grade. If my 
math is correct, that’s less than 6%. So as my delete key is getting over-
heated deleting junk images shot at the State Games…
I can only say “I feel much better now!”

SportS pHotograpHy
at tHe olympicS -
tHe ultimate competition

The 2016-2017 Assigned Subjects are available on our website on the Competition Corner page. A business-card-size list is also available at our meetings.

September ....Twisted Trees
October .........Country Roads
November .....Nature's Revenge
December .....Too Many to Count

January .........Animal Portraits
March ...........Ice
April .............The Color Purple
May ..............Street Scenes

June ..............Geometric

November .....This Old House
December .....JunkyardOctober .........Song TitlesSeptember ....Solitude

SUMMER BREAK

2016

2017

grcc aSSigned SuBjectS
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This digital entry from the previous month’s competition was chosen the Image of the Month. 
This image appealed to Joe Hempstead (and may not necessarily be the image that
scored the highest). Next month’s image will be chosen by a different member.

WHY I LIKED IT:
Like many of Randy’s architectural photos, this one 
immediately caught my eye.  The choice of a black 
and white conversion puts the emphasis on the
gradation of light rather than any possible color 
distractions. His use of lens selection, angle and 
composition highlights the sweep of the architectural 
forms. The dark areas at the top and bottom of the 
staircase provide just enough information to invite 
the viewer to explore the image. The designer of this 
space would be very pleased to have Randy’s inter-
pretation of this scene in his personal collection.
        - Joe

ABOUT MY IMAGE:
Last fall my wife and I spent a week
in New York City.  I'm always on the 
lookout for interesting stairways and 
came across this one as I searched the 
web. This stairway is the main focal 
point of the 5th Avenue "Armani store.
It was designed by a husband and wife 
team of Italian Architects called
Studio Fuksas in 2009. I had a blast for 
an hour photographing all the different 
perspectives!      
       - Randy

“Fifth Avenue Wonders”  by Randy Zwiers Chosen by Joe Hempstead

by Jeanne Quillan, VP of Competitiongrcc image oF tHe montH
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Timed exposure
Steve Port’s

A Bit of Photographic History

In 1894 a man named Jacques-Henri Lartigue was born of a privileged family 
in France. Apparently, he was allowed to indulge in whatever interested him.  
At the age of seven he began to pursue photography as a hobby.  While today 
this would not surprise anyone; back then it was a bigger challenge.  Wet 
plates, tripods, etc. were the tools of the trade, so a young Jacques gained easy 
access to what he needed.  

Having mastered the technical side of his art, Lartigue moved to establish his own personal 
style.  Whether this was a deliberate choice or simple evolution of his work, Lartigue’s 
pictures could be described as containing surprise in many of his shots.  Again, Lartigue 
was working against the grain.  Capturing the “decisive moment” back then was much 
more difficult than with today’s high-powered gear.  Even his style of portraiture was more 
candid than formal, and action and movement were imbedded in most everything he did.  
Given that, in his youth, he had little need for a career, Lartigue’s work also had little public 
visibility.  Unfortunately (or maybe fortunately for his art), Lartigue’s family fortune began 
to dwindle and he found it necessary to establish an income for himself.  With a little of 
what today we might call “networking,” Lartigue’s photos and some paintings began to 
spread through the artistic community.  While he was never again able to “live large” as he 
had once done, Lartigue was able to pay his bills, travel to show his work, and keep up with 
technology as it moved forward.  At the end of the day, he could have done worse than to 
be known for photos of race cars, early airplanes, and French fashion models.

I find all of this interesting and worthy of a 
television Hallmark movie (always a happy 
ending) but still somehow unbelievable 
out there in a very tough world.  It was not 
until I recently visited a photo exhibit in 
the Grand Rapids Art Museum and looked 
at a small sample of his work did I under-
stand the underlying reason for Lartigue’s 
success and his ultimate motivation.  I am 
sure that many, if not all, artists share this 
common attribute.

Steve Port

If you have ever wondered why we photographers do what we do, ponder this:

  “It is marvelous, marvelous!  Nothing will ever be as much fun.
  I am going to photograph everything, everything!”
   – Jacques-Henri Lartigue (1894-1986)
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memBer intervieW: karen mueller

I didn’t grow up with a camera in my hand, 
in fact my first camera was a simple 110 that 
I received from my father for my high school 
graduation.  But I did grow up with pictures in 
my mind of the beautiful places I had visited.  
My parents, brothers and I did a lot of travel-
ing, mostly camping in national parks.  The 
views we saw were breathtaking, and I tried 
to remember each and every place we visited.  
I would gaze at an incredible view and try to 
lock it into my memory.  Once I had a camera 
this was much easier to do.

I joined the Grand Rapids Camera Club in 1979, with Steve, 
but with babies and teaching I was not very active in the 
camera club until our girls were in high school.  Then Steve 
and I had more time to travel and capture memories with our 
cameras.  Steve got another new camera and I got another 
hand-me-down that was better than my second camera.
While Steve was president of GRCC I joined the board and 
learned so much more about the club and photography.
I also volunteered to make coffee and help serve the snacks.
I enjoyed being busy and helpful.  
In 2013 Steve bought me a Nikon 7000. I now have many 
more control options.  It’s fun to experiment and try new 
things, but finding the exact spot to take a picture that shows 
the beauty of creation is still what I enjoy the most.

Continued on Page 10 - See MUELLER INTERVIEW

by Greg Ferguson,
Lights & Shadows Editor

Sandhill Crane

Karen, can you give our GRCC members some background information on yourself?

After marrying Steve, he got a new camera and handed me his old one.  That Nikon was much better 
at saving my memories than my 110.  We also traveled in the summer, out to work at Bryce Canyon 
National Park.  What a place to practice!  The true joy in taking pictures was finding and capturing that 
perfect, beautiful view.  I wanted to save it for me, and to share with others.

What made you decide to join GRCC and when?

What kind of photography do you like to do?

I love landscapes and nature.  It’s not the mechanics of photography that interest me. I don’t have much 
knowledge of F stops, film speed, or apertures.  It’s the composition of the pictures that thrills me;
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MUELLER INTERVIEW - Continued From Page 9

Above Moraine Lake

Picture Window View

My only suggestion to all the extremely
competent members of our camera club is to 
make sure there are three outstanding elements 
in each picture.  Steve calls it my Rule of Three.  
If I have a gorgeous mountain with puffy clouds 
in the background I also need something special 
in the foreground, such as a field of flowers.  If I 
have an arch with a dead tree in the foreground, 
I also need to make sure that arch is full of color 
(like early morning or late in the day).
If I have a sunset on a beautiful lake, I also need 
something in the foreground such as a boat or 
lighthouse.

I’m so glad that there are a variety of programs 
provided each year.  My preference is the trav-
elogues or nature programs.  I love seeing the 
beautiful pictures and getting ideas of where to 
go myself.  It’s good for the club to also have 
instructional programs so we can all improve.
My favorite part of the evening is seeing the 
incredible pictures during the competition.  I 
am awe-struck by the expertise and creativity of 
our members.  I feel I learn more, and get better 
ideas from our peers than I do by our programs.  
Every year seems to get better and better.

What advice can you give others in the club to help them with their photography?

What are some of the things you would like to see done within the club?

finding just the right place to stand, sit, and 
kneel to catch the best shot, finding the natural 
elements to frame the point of interest, finding 
the perfect rock, flower, or tree to have in the 
foreground, making sure there aren’t distrac-
tions, making sure I have the best angle possible 
to get the best shot.
I also have very little knowledge of Photoshop 
techniques.  My goal is to show exactly what
I saw. So I may crop a picture a little, or enhance 
the lighting, but that’s about it.  I want to share 
the precise beauty I witnessed.

Stormy Reflections
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Here's a tip you may find helpful if you have Adobe Elements.
You can easily add contrast and a little drama to the skies in your photos:

Select the Smart Brush tool. In the 
thumbnail picker in the Tool Options 
bar, chose Nature from the Presets 
pop-up menu. Chose the second 
thumbnail in the top row which adds 
contrast to cloudy skies.

First, open the desired photo. 

Select a brush size from the Tool Options bar 
and paint over the sky.

adding contraSt & drama to SkieS in elementS

tipS From kelly... by GRCC Member Kelly Walkotten

© Kelly Walkotten 2015-16

In the Layers alley, adjust the Opacity setting to 
the desired strength.

Kelly lives in the greater
Grand Rapids area and her
images have been exhibited 
in many venues around West 
Michigan including ArtPrize and 
Festival of the Arts.
Her work can be viewed at:
www.KellyWalkottenPhotography.com 

ABOUT KELLY WALKOTTEN

http://kellywalkottenphotography.com
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Here's the link to our Facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/GRCameraClub/

by
Becky Humes,

GRCC's Social Media 
Coordinator

We now have a
Classified Folder

on our Facebook page.
This is available

for our GRCC members
to buy and sell photography-

related items. Be sure to look for it,
check it out, and use it if you want.   --Becky

We're on FaceBook 
- cHeck uS out!

There is a sign-up sheet on one of the tables if you would like to 
bring in a treat for an upcoming meeting.

If you have any changes to your email address or other information (such as 
address, phone number and camera) let me know. This will help me keep our 
member list up-to-date. My email is treasurer@grcameraclub.org 

We have several new members who joined our club recently.  They are:
Sean Doran who shoots with Canon 6D and 70D.
Martin Keirnan who shoots with Nikon D3100 and D7200.
Sheila Kuester who shoots with a Canon Rebel EOS T5i.
Please welcome Sean, Martin and Sheila when you see them.

Welcome neW grcc memBerS

Have neW email addreSS?

by Christine Mooney, GRCC Treasurer

by Christine Mooney, GRCC Treasurer

Our newsletter, the Lights and Shadows, was entered for the first time in the PSA annual 
newsletter competition. Three individual judges evaluated the newsletters, and then sent their 
comments and opinions to the editor of each club. Congratulations to Greg Ferguson, who does 
a great job each month as editor of the Lights and Shadows. Our newsletter placed 17th in a 
group of 28 “large” club newsletters. They are judged on appearance and presentation,
mechanical, and content then given an overall rating. Greg was complimented on his wide 
range of topics, great articles and excellent Meet our Members article. They loved the
signatures of the authors of the articles that provide a nice personal touch. Of course as with 
any competition or critique, they offered Greg suggestions
about some things to be improved.  Keep up the good work, Greg!

pSa neWletter competition by Jeanne Quillan, VP of Competition

treat Sign-up SHeet by Caroline Shearer, GRCC Treat Coordinator

https://www.facebook.com/GRCameraClub/
mailto:treasurer@grcameraclub.org
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viSitorS are Welcome to
attend our meetingS!

Newsletters are planned for every month except July and August.  If you have GRCC 
news, information or photos for the October Lights & Shadows, please
get these submitted on or BEFORE Saturday, September 24, 2016.
You can send them to: LSNewsEditor@grcameraclub.org

mark your calendarS by Greg Ferguson, Lights & Shadows Editor

by Jan Lewis, VP of Programsprogram / WorkSHop ideaS

Do you have an idea for a Program or Workshop? 

I am always open to suggestions!  Let me know if you have something you would like to 
learn more about, or if you have the name of a potential speaker (maybe even yourself!).

Contact me at programs@grcameraclub.org .

The visitors at our monthly club meetings have nametags with 
a green bar and “Guest” boldly displayed at the top.

Their name will be written in underneath.

Introduce yourself, and be sure and let them
 know they are welcome at our club. 

look For tHe green

24
SEP.
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LAKE  MICHIGAN DR

Regular meetings are held
the third Wednesday

of the month except for
February, July and August.

 Time:  7:15 PM
 Location:  Boy Scouts of America
  3213 Walker Ave. NW
  Walker, MI

http://gvg.us
mailto:greg@gvg.us
mailto:LSNewsEditor%40grcameraclub.org?subject=
mailto:programs@grcameraclub.org

